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[The following article is reproduced with permission of the Washington-based Council on
Hemispheric Affairs (COHA). It was published in the Jan. 26, 1994 edition of COHA's biweekly
publication, "Washington Report on the Hemisphere."]
With the Organization of American States (OAS) membership scheduled to elect a new Secretary
General on March 27, replacing Brazil's two-term incumbent Joao Baena Soares, hopes are high in
Costa Rica for its candidate, Foreign Minister Bernd Niehaus. His election would mark the first time
that a Central American has headed an organization traditionally dominated by the larger South
American countries. Niehaus has gained the support of 19 Central American and Caribbean nations
convinced that it is time to elect a representative from their region to fill the hemisphere's highest
office.
The two other declared candidates are Venezuela's Miguel Angel Burelli and Carlos Iturralde of
Bolivia, neither of whom has received any backing from a country other than his own. Although
Niehaus appears to now have the necessary votes to win, an uproar has occurred in San Jose over
Washington's increasingly aggressive position that he lacks the leadership qualifications for the
post. US representatives have been busy behind the scene urging Niehaus supporters to switch to
outgoing Colombian President Cesar Gaviria, who has not formally announced his candidacy.
San Jose has expressed chagrin over what is seen as an unwarranted State Department campaign
to undermine Costa Rica's aspirations to land the secretary general post, despite the two countries'
history of close diplomatic relations and Costa Rica's almost unsullied tradition of commitment
to democracy and the peaceful resolution of conflicts. The administration's actions are especially
galling to Niehaus supporters, considering Colombia's continued problems with violence,
corruption, drug trafficking, and major human rights violations by the military.
As a result, Niehaus declared that a "new diplomatic friction" has arisen between Washington
and San Jose. He sees the issue as a big nation-little nation conflict, where the larger hemispheric
countries "believe themselves to be nations of the first category" while the smaller nations have
been assigned to the "second category," hence qualifying their representatives unsuitable to lead
the OAS.
Niehaus also has maintained that he should be chosen over Gaviria on the basis of the hemispheric
"principle of rotation" which holds that those countries that have not held a particular office
should be favored over those that have. If elected, Gaviria would represent the first break in this
principle, as Colombian president Alberto Lleras Camargo served as secretary general for two terms
beginning in 1948. Directing a shot a Baena Soares, whose independent-minded reign affronted
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the Reagan-Bush State Department, a State Department official noted that Washington is seeking a
more activist secretary general, capable of "rejuvenating the OAS," and views Gaviria as possessing
the hemispheric stature and leadership skills necessary for the task abilities that only can be found
in a former president. The official specified that Gaviria has demonstrated his capabilities by giving
more autonomy to his country's other branches of government, as well as his efforts to combat
narco-trafficking and expand trade liberalization.
Responding to charges that it has been lobbying hemispheric nations to oppose Niehaus, the State
Department admitted to engaging in "routine diplomatic discussions" in which it explained its
support for Gaviria. US officials have insisted, however, that Washington is not running a personal
campaign against Niehaus or Costa Rica, but instead is focusing on the individual strengths and
weaknesses of the candidates rather than their countries of origin.
Washington also maintains that the principle of rotation is not in the OAS charter and it has not kept
a wide spectrum of candidates from running in the past. Niehaus has made clear his determination
not to back down despite Washington's opposition, due in part to his strong support from an
alliance of Central American and Caribbean states. This unity was symbolized recently when the
Caricom nations supported a Central American proposal seeking to move the March 28th OAS
election back one day, due to a conflict produced by a meeting of Central American leaders with
those of the European Community.
State Department officials have noted that other considerations may be behind the Caribbean
countries' show of support for Niehaus, including a pledge from Central America to support an
English-speaking candidate in the election after next. Although the US is confident that Gaviria
shortly will announce his candidacy and subsequently win the election, the Colombian president
has given no indication as of yet that he intends to run.
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